CAPTURE IT WITH CLARITY

GAMING

Avigilon’s end-to-end high-definition surveillance solutions protect casino
assets and keep guests safe by delivering unprecedented image detail
that no other system can match. Our components integrate easily with your
current infrastructure – including existing analog equipment – to boost current
capabilities and give you the benefits of a full high-definition system. Avigilon’s
solutions allow you to improve casino safety and security by providing you the
best evidence possible.

We’ve got you covered
Prevent loss with unsurpassed image quality
Avigilon’s end-to-end solutions provide unparalleled
image detail, allowing you to confidently see every table
and every card on your entire casino floor. Zoom in
close to identify suspicious activity with no loss in clarity.
Leverage existing assets. Upgrade when you’re ready
Utilize the power of Avigilon’s digital encoder to get
enhanced quality footage from your existing analog
system. You’ll get the benefits of an IP system, without the
cost, giving you the freedom and flexibility to upgrade to a
full digital system when you’re ready.
Make budgets go further
Avigilon systems deliver better coverage with
fewer cameras than traditional systems, resulting
in lower installation costs and fewer casino security
personnel required.
Reduced liability claims
Avigilon’s high-definition solutions allow you to quickly
and accurately identify and refute false liability claims,
preventing costly impacts to your bottom line.

Avigilon Control Center

High-Definition Stream ManagementTM

Easy-to-use software

Delivering high-definition surveillance video can
be taxing on bandwidth and storage. That’s not
the case with Avigilon thanks to our proprietary
High-Definition Stream ManagementTM (HDSMTM)
technology. HDSMTM intelligently manages bandwidth
and storage, allowing security personnel to find what
they’re looking for, faster, leading to quicker response
times, reduced investigation times and superior
overall protection for your casino.

Avigilon Control Center (ACC) is powerful and intuitive,
with a simple interface requiring minimal training to
use. With the industry’s quickest search capabilities,
you can quickly retrieve evidence and speed up
response times and investigations.
Open platform
The open architecture of ACC gives you the ability to
easily integrate with components from your existing
systems. Connect seamlessly with access control
systems to monitor staff entrances and exits, or integrate
with mass notification systems to ensure real-time alarm
messaging to all members of your security team.
Superior scalability
Avigilon Control Center is designed to allow you to
manage an unlimited number of cameras, all without
slowing down your system. It’s built from the ground up
to keep image quality big and file size small – meaning
you can scale up with minimal network impact.

Digital encoder
Avigilon’s H.264 digital encoder converts a standard
analog video feed into a digital stream, providing the
most cost-effective way of migrating your existing
analog system to a network-based IP system. You’ll
get the benefits of a digital system without wasting the
investment in your current analog arrangement, allowing
you to migrate to a fully digital system when you’re ready.

High-definition megapixel cameras
A camera for every scenario

Maximum resolution

Avigilon’s broad range of megapixel cameras gives you the most options to help
reduce theft, monitor suspicious behavior and adhere to stringent gaming regulations.

Just one Avigilon camera can provide the same resolution as up to 95
traditional analog cameras, giving you the ability to see more, respond faster
and keep casino assets safe.

Whether it’s outside in a parking lot or on the gaming floor, our cameras can provide
better coverage in greater detail than ever before at up to 30 frames per second.

HD fixed cameraS
Monitor casino staff entry and exits
points to prevent unauthorized access
to secure areas.

HD Pro Cameras
Provides maximum image resolution for
covering vast areas with incredible detail.
Our 29 MP camera provides the same
resolution as up to 95 traditional cameras.

LPR CAPTURE KIT
Captures license plates with incredible detail
in all conditions, 24 hours per day.

HD PTZ cameraS
Track moving objects across the casino floor
and get facial detail from up to 900 ft away with
built in 20x optical zoom.

HD Dome cameras
These discreet cameras are perfect for
monitoring table games, entrances and
exits with maximum resolution.

HD Panoramic Dome Cameras
Get 180° or 360° scene coverage
from a single point to cover more
area with fewer cameras.

HD Micro Dome Camera
A discreet camera that can be installed
in inconspicuous locations, while still
providing unparalleled image detail in
1 MP and 2 MP resolutions.

HD Bullet CameraS
Adaptive IR illumination provides image
detail in complete darkness to keep
guests safe late at night when resources
may be fewer.

Hard Rock Albuquerque

The Point Casino

Challenge

Challenge

Ensure the safety of hotel guests and the security of a 100,000
square foot casino.

Meet industry regulations, boost onsite security, and protect tribal assets
against theft and fraud.

Results

Results

• 70 percent annual reduction in power consumption
• Met regulatory standards

• Investigations resolved 15 times faster
• Cost effective transition to high-definition
• Broader coverage with fewer cameras

“Not only will the Avigilon system provide our security personnel with best image quality to prevent
potential security and liability issues, but with Avigilon we can also leverage our existing assets and
minimize investigation time.”
– David Schmidt, CCTV supervisor at Hard Rock Hotel and Casino Albuquerque

“The construction of the new facility offered the perfect opportunity to upgrade from our old analogbased surveillance system, which was obsolete, to something more innovative.”
– Linda Helm, Executive Director at the Port Gamble S’Klallam Tribal Gaming Agency

To learn more about how Avigilon’s end-to-end solutions can benefit your casino, visit us at avigilon.com/casinos

